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Swatch in its turn created a brand-new scheme â€” people bought new watches in order to keep up with
fashion. Swatch changed collections twice a year, each collection included 70 efferent models of watches.
Unlike other Swiss watch companies, which preferred selective advertising in magazines, they decided to
advertise heavily on TV, as this channel could cover a larger audience. They had the advantage that it was a
product that will live a lot with the customer. The designs were numerous, four times what they were going to
need for the collection, so in those elections they choose the best models, that against other companies were
too much better. The strategy to sell core, standardized products would be classified as a second-order change.
The Swatch Group, which now includes up-market brands Breguet, Calvin Klein, Longines and Omega and
manufactures mechanical parts for other firms, is expected to record gross sales of more than SFr6 billion this
year from SFr5. The average Italian consumer has 6 of them. Tissues with blood vessels: Researchers at
Harvard University in the United States are making great progress in bioprinting blood vessels. Related
Papers. In my opinion their decision to franchise was very wise. Appeal to the Masses Despite the first rule of
global competition being to focus on niche marketing, Swatch has plainly ignored this piece of advice and
covered every geographic market and price point imaginable. Each element of its marketing mix clearly
reflected the idea that Swatch delivered to the customer: Swatch is a fashionable accessory of Swiss quality at
a very affordable price, carefully designed in accordance with the latest trends to become a way of
self-expression. In he founded Hayek Engineering, which today has offices in Zurich as well as Germany and
France. Swatch chose a brand-new concept that fractionated it from any other company on the market. Swatch
was a technical breakthrough. Most managers are merely administrators without any clear strategic ideas.
Innovate Hakey also introduced designs that were far more colourful and appealing than traditional watches.
The retail approach was also really different, they avoid traditional watch stores, that were always jewellery
stores. In order to deliver their message to customers Swatch decided to use their provocative, untraditional
approach tin its promotion strategy. It has 24, employees. Heating up the common obsession about the brand
the company organized Swatch Collectors Club. On the one hand this way was quite challenging, as it
required constant innovation. A reason why Swatch is so famous today is partly because of its enthralling
history. The development of the operation however was due mainly to the change in the product design; both
increasing the economies of scale of Swatch making it able to increase its target market and thus, boosting its
market share. Any other use of the website content beyond the use stipulated above, particularly the
distribution, modification, transmission, storage and copying requires prior written consent of swissinfo.
Swatches would not be black and white like their predecessors; they would be alive with vibrant colors and
crazy designs to match moods and senses of style. Swatch has a wide-range of watches to suit practically all
tastes and ages, but one thing is common between all its four rangesthey represent freshness and trendiness in
their designs. Hayek rejected the offer. This clear strong message became a cornerstone of the whole
marketing strategy. People could create their own image and find a design which could reflect their identity. In
the case study much is said about how Schindler's CEO was fascinated with the success of low-end, mass
produced Swatch watches -- a 90's phenomenon -- more than one General Manager of Manufacturing
Operations strove to emulate this low-end production strategy. Schindler had actually developed a
standardized elevator as part of the Swatch Project in , but Napoli 's decision to sell only standardized,
non-customizable elevators in India was a transformational shift in corporate strategy. Until the s, Switzerland
had a near monopoly on watch making. Jennifer Lewis designed a custom built 3-D printer and dissolving ink
to create a swatch of tissue containing skin cells interwoven with structural material that can potentially
function as blood vessels. They also had a Swatch Collectors Club, in which who was inside it receive an
exclusive collectors watch each year and also the subscription to their magazine. This is where Swatch built its
competitive advantage.


